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(t
(it)
(iii)
(iv)

(v)
(vi)

PIot a time series for this data.
compute the.4-quarter moving averages and the centred movingu:rrry@,
Plot each of these ofl your initial time series and comment.
Compute the seasonal indices for each qlafter. S7hat do these shql
Determine if there is any evidence of a lineat trend within the {1" fr,s1;
determine a suitable model for this trend.
Use this model to forecasr the percentage outpur in
e3 and e4 oNffi

Part 5 Decision-making skills

II
O

Making decisionswhat's the best mix:
linear programming

bjectives

lntroduction to the problem
The objective of linear programmingis to optimise (that is maximise or minimise) some
sarticu\zf function, such as profit or costs, subiect to certain restrictions on youl
:roduction or budget or even given some envitonmental restrictions. Such testrictions
.re known aS constfaints, and these are what bind a soiution or give us a set of all
rossible solutions to our problem. As its name suggests, such problems are restricted to
,rl1 the constraints and optimal function-known as the objectiue function-being

:oncerned with linear ltuncrions.

Form u lation
Example

ll.l:

the obiective function

Pilldrug Foundation produce two t)/Pes of anti-inflammatory drugs-Eezit
and Ridopane. Each drug is made in tablets of 500 mg each and batches of 20
tablets are foil wrapped and boxed ready for sale. Each box of twenty tablets of

This sample chapter is copyrighted material. The copyright hars bee{r
passed hack to the

author, Dr Audrey Curnock

@

Eezit costs f1..50 to produce, whiist a similar quantity of Ridopane costs
d2.20. What would it cost to make 500 boxes of Eezit and 400 boxes of
Ridopane? what about the cost of producing any number of boxes of each
drug?

Solution
By downloading or printing this

that producing 1 box of twenty tabiets of Eezjt costs f1.50. Thus
making 100 boxes would cost 100 times this amount, which is d150. Thus 500
boxes would cost 5 times this sum, or 5 x d150 which is d750.

personal uses, and your students may individually download
it. ft_ But
this material may not be photocopied or circulated.

Similartv the cost of 100 boxes of Ridopane would be 100 times /12.20 or f,220.
Thus 400 boxes would cost 4 times this, that is d880. Together this wouid give
us a total production cost of 1750 + d880 : f,|,630.

S(/e can see

document, you are agreeing n nd to
breach the copyright of this material. you may use this for youtr
ov,.n
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The general case would be to use some notation for any number of boxes
each drug, and we would usually use the first letter of each product. Let
denote the number of boxes of Eeztt produced and R the ,r.r-1.. of boxes

Ridopane produced. The cost function
drug which would be E x d1.50 and R

of
E
of

c, is then the sum of costs for each
x f,2.20. combining these we would
write C : E x d1.50 + R x f,2.20,ormore nztually C : l.Sn + 2.2R.
Example I1.2: the constraints

The Pilldrug J.aboratoty employs 50 scientists and20 non-specialist staff. Each
works a 40-hout week. The time to produce each of its main brands in boxes of
twenty 500 mg tablets is given in the table below, taking into account when the
scientists and non-specialist staffare used in the production:

Scientist hours
Non-specialist hours

2
I

Ridopane
3

Step 2: The total number of houts available
Herewe can see that if there are 50 scientists and each works

a 40

E+0.5R<800

Petro UI{ manufactures agricultural fertilisers: Magi Growmore and Betternate. There are two chemicals, 1 and 2, used in the manufacture of each of
these liquid fertilisers. The composition of each of the fertilisers, by volume
excluding water, in terms of the chemicals 1 and 2 zre given below:

Chemical

hour week,

we have a total numbet of avatlzbre hours as 50 x 40 : 2000 hours per week.
similarly for the non-specialists we have 20 staff and each works -40 hours,
giving us 800 hours per week.
Step 3: The variables
are loo_king at

Simitarly for the non-specialist staff we wouid use 1 x E hours fot Eeztt,
0.5 x R for Ridopane. Thus our constraint on the number of non-speciaiist
labour hours available would be:

Example I1.3

Solution

*:

2000

05

Step 1: Recognition
In fact we carl see that the number of labour hours available for production is a
major constraint on the amount of arty manufacturing process. Thus the above
ptoblem is in fact the constraints to a problem which we need to formulate.

H:1:

2E + 3R <

boxes of each drug we can make, we are in the enviable position of being abie
to ask: what is the best production mix to minimise our costs? This is one way
of asking how we can use our staff most efficiently to minimise our operating
costs. We shall return to this to solve it shortly.

Summarise the problem: that is, formulate it.

hor' many

batches of each drug can be made per week
hours. We can see there are two drugis, and as
before it is natural to use the first letter of each to denote the numbJ of units
of each made: here E denotes the number of boxes (20 x 500 mg tablets) of
Eezit, R for the number of boxes of Ridopane.

within the number of

week, namely:

Step 5: The next stage
Now we have a cost function and we have some restrictions on how many

Product
Eezit

scientist hours and if we made R kgs of Ridopane we would use 3 x R hours.
All together this must be less than the total hours worked by the scientists in a

I

Chemical

Magi Growmore

l0%

20%

Betternate

40%

30%

2

where chemicals 1 and 2 zre rnarr{actured on site by Petro UK.

The maximum monthly ptoduction capacities for each chemical (in litres per
month) and theit costs (in d per litte) are given below:

avatLable

Step 4: The constraints
There are two rotals for each diflerent type of worker and so we will have two
constraints: one on the productivity of the scientists and one on the
productivity of the non-specialists.

If we manufactured 1 box of E and 1 box of R, just looking at the number of
scientist hours employed we would arrive at 2 + 3, or 5 hours in total.
Similarly if we made 2 o{ E and 3 of R we would need to employ
2
2 x 3 giving us 10 hours. Our dilemma is that we do not really
?" !

know how many of each drug shouid be produced to use the avalrable scientist
hours. A11 we can say is that if we make E kg of Eezit it wouid use 2 x -E

Maximum production capacity

Production costs

r2000
t4000

7.80

Chemical
Chemical 2
I

920

Ptoduction costs for manufactuting the fertiliser from the two main chemicals
afei

Magi Growmore: d6.50 per hour, taking 30 minutes per litre;
Betternate: f,4.20 per hour, taking 45 minutes per litre.
The current matket price of the two fertilisers, per litre, are:
Magi

Growmore

Betternate

f,8.37

d12.43
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For environmental

reasoris^.the Ministry of Agricurture has imposed
restriction on the number of ritres of Magr Growriore that the
.o*f,urry
manufacture, and set an upper bound of af most 50 000 lirr..
G ;;;;

r

Formulate this problem as a set of iinear constraints and anobjective
funcri
(a linear progranning problen).

Solution
UK are manafacturing 2 tiquid fertilisers and we are interested h
determining the number of liires of-each product it should manufacture
ead
month. Using mathematical notation we sirall iet:
Petro

M be the number of litres of Magi Growmore produced each month;
B the number of litres of Betternate produced iach month.
Step 2: Determine the objective function
Here we are considering costs of each of the constituent chemicals,
and rhe
cost of manufacturing the fertilisers from the chemicals, together
wiih sellirrg
prices of the f,nished fertilisers. If we consider the income'from
the sale of a
product we have revenue, and if we have the production costs for the
fertilisers
we have the variable,.costs.of producing the fetiliser. Thus subtracting
variable costs from seliing prices will give is contribution to profit
from each
of the fertilisers-contriburion to ptJfit ir profit excluding ttre overhead
or
fi::1 .9rr: of production. We thus need to Arra tne product[n costs for 1 litre
of Magi Growmore and Betternate respectively.

Magi Growmore uses 10o/o of chemical 1 which cost
d7.g0 per ritre to produceThus the cost for Magi Growmore is 10ok of
d7 .g0-: d0.7s. simila;ry Magi

Growmore uses 20o/, of chemicar 2 which coJts
d9.2dper ritre ,rra-.o
increases the costs for Magi Growmore by 20% *'"Srl.ZO':
St.S+.

,ti,

The cost of manufacturing 1 litre of fertiiiser from the 2 chemicals
is
per
hour, with the production time of 30 minutes. This gives u, ,or, d6.50
o? g:z.zs.
^
This gives u.s a total production cost of
d0.7g + {"1.g4 + f,3.25 : f,5.g7 for 1
litre

of Magi Growmore.

i

which costs

per ritre ro

[7.g0
produce. Thus the""cost for Betternate is 40o/o of
d7.g0:
f,3.r2. Similariy
Betternate uses 30olo of chemicar 2 which .osts
1;1.20 p.. iit.. and so this
increases th.e costs by 30% x
: {2.76. Thi cost'of manufacturing 1
d9.20
litre of fertiliser from the 2 chemicars is's+.zo per hour, with the p.J.r.tio'
time of 45 minutes. This gives ,,, .or1 or gz.ts. Hence we
have a total
production cost of f,3.12 + f,2.76 + "
{3.15 : gr.oz for 1 litre of Betternate.
Now if we know the selling price per litre of Magi Growmore is
dg.37, then
the conttibutigl to pro.{t from Magi GrowmorJ is
_ p.h : d2.50
f,8.37
per litre. Fot M litres this wourd give us
d2.50 x M-o, z.snt simitarry for
Betternate the contribution-to profi1 is
s12,.+z - f,g.03 : d3.40 p.r litr.. Fo,
B litres this would give us
fi.40 x B ot-3.48.
combining these would give us a rotal contribution to profit from
these 2

fertiiisers
2.5M

+

as:

3.48

:

Pnocn,tlrlrruc
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25M + 3.48.

Step 3: Determine the constraints
Hete we need to look at the total amount of variables avallabTe: here there are
totals for chemical 1. and 2, together with an environmental restriction. These
will form our 3 constraints together with the obvious ones of: M 2 0 and

B>0.

Step 1: Determine the variables

Similarly, Berternare uses 400lo of chemicar

This is then our objective function: Z

LiNEAR

Conslraint' on chenica/ I

There are 12000 litreS of chemical 1 thzt cafl be produced each month. This
means that 10 % of this is used in 1 litre of Magi Growmore and 10o/o in 1 litre
of Betternate. Thus if we make M littes of Magi Growmore u/e use 70Yo x M
of chemical 1 and B litres of Bettetnate will use 40Yo x 3 of chemical 1 and
together \Me can use at most 12000 littes of chemical 1.
Combining these facts gives us:
1,0o/o

x M + 40% x B (

12000.

Tidying this gives us 0.1M + 0.48

<

12 000.

Consfrain/ on rbemical 2

There are 14 000 litres of chemical 2 that can be produced each month. This
mealls that 20o/o of tinis is used in 1 litre of Magi Growmote and 30o/o in 1 litre
of Bettetnate. Thus if we make MTitres of Magi Growmore we use 20Yo x M
of chemical 2 ar'd B litres of Betternate will use 30Yo x B of chemical 2 and
together we can use at most 14 000 littes of chemrcal2.
Combining these facts gives

us:

20o/oxM+30%xB<14000.
Tidying this gives ws 0.2M + 0.38 <

14 000.

is more nataral to write these two equations without the decimal point, that
is by multiplying by 10 throughout both equations to give us:

It

M+48<120000
2M+ 38 < 140000. The enuironmenta/ constraint

The Government has imposed a restriction on the ptoduction of at most
50 000

littes of Magi Growmote per month. This gives us a consttaint of:

M < s0000.
The ptoblem is thus formulated. In the next section we shall consider

a

graphical solution to optimise this type of problem: that is, finding the right
mix of fertilisers to manufacture each month to maximise the conttibution of

profit.
Notice thzt aIl the constraints are linear equations, and the obiective function
is a linear expression. This type of problem: optimising an objective function
subject to a set of linear constraints is the classical linex programming
problem.
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The number of labour hours available per day in each department is: 240 for
21,0 fot assembly and 1.20 for testing. Set up this problem as a system of
linear inequalities. Define any variables being used.

Exercises I l.l

wiring,

Formulate the following problems.
11.1.1 The llbruty plans to buy three main types of new books for business com
students at Southern County University from its 1996197 budget:

o accounting books,
o business information technology (BIT)
o law books.

ution to the linear programming problem

books,

The library needs to determine how best to distribute its budget so that
books with the greatest demand are bought.
The table below shows the average cost of such books together with the 96,
budget for books of d60 000. In the last two rovr's ofthis iabre is the pattern
daily readership over the autumn and spring tetms 1995196 r.rrio.r.
^vet^ge
daily readership was measured by taking the daily total number
^vetage
books on loan each term to business computing students. The total number
books on each ofthese three topics was 1400 in;he autumn term and 1700 in
spdng term 95/96.

raph ical sol ution z 2 variables
Example ll.4
Consider the foliowing problem.

Maximise Z

:

10x

2x+ 1t46
5x*3124

6l by subject to:

-

x20andJt 20.
Solve this problem using a graphical solution.

Accounting BIT
books
books
Average costs ({)

Autumn '95 average
daily readership
Spring '96 average
daily readership

Law

Totals

books

t6

8

9

B

Jtr

7

2

9

60 000
r

400

|

700

Here our'objective function is Z

:

1.0x

-

61.

The problem is to find all points which are feasible for our objective function,
that is, all points lying in the feasible region. Thus the first stage is to sketch
the feasible region: here as we have two variables x zndl are feasible region is a
rwo-dimensional subser of the plane.

Set up this problem as a system

Step 1: Sketching the feasible region
We first change all the inequalities to equalities and so each constraint
represents a line and the inequality will be zrt
to one side of this line.

greatest demand.oDefine any variables being used.

That is our 4 inequalitieS;

of rinex inequalities, so that the iibrary can
determine some guidelirles on the number oi books of each of these three
categories which should be purchased to supply the books which have the

1.1.7.2

Solution

llere our constraints zre 2x I 1 ( 6 and 5x t 31 )- 4 and x 2- 0 and:t ) 0. As
x andl are both positive we are only interested in the frst quadrant. The set of
all points which satisfy these four inequalities is known as the feasible region.

A smali electronics manufacturer produces three modeis of calculator:
calculator, a scientific calculator and a programmable calculator.

a business

Model

Business

calculator
Wiring
Assembly
Testi ng

Scientific
calculator

2x -114

6

5x-f31t24

Each calculator goes through three departments: v/iring, assembly and testing.
The labour hours involved for the production of one calcul
for each of the

three types in each department are given in the table below:

^re^

^tot

x)4and1)0
become:

2xI _l :6
5x* trt -+

Programmable

calculator
3

2
2

x:0znd7:0.
Notice that the line

x)
^re^s

0

andl )

x:
0

0 is

will

: 0 is the x-axis. Thus the
to the right of theT axis that

they-axis and the liney

be above the x-axis and

is the first quadrant.

!fle now sketch line 1:2x * 1t

:

6.
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2x+y=6
5x+3)z>

4

?x+Y<6

Figure I 1.2

Figure I'
I

I

-119p

to sketch a line'
Recall that ftom chapter 5 we used two points
:6 andwe have 1 point(0' 6)' Similarly if
Here is x:0 then-v
i--: eand x : :, li"ing us out second point (3' 0)'

: 4
If x : 0 theny : ]and if1:
Ltne 2: 5x

*

1:0

then

31t

0 then 5x

: 4 and x : f, giving

us our points

(0, f) and (f, o).
'We can now plot these to lines in figure 11 ' 1'

:r Locating the extreme points

t*o constraints meet is cared an extreme point c:r a uertex of the
)xzhele
feasible region. Thus if the graph is plotted usin.g graph
paper vr'e can simply
'z
read off the extreme points. I'this case it is wli.ie
,rr. ii.r., meet the coordinate axes. Labelling these A, B, C and D gives us figure
11.3, where
A 1f, o), B (3, o),
(0, 6) andD
(q
any

:

:

f:

quadrant.
Step 2: Shading the area ofthe feasible region
inequality' This will be one
sfe now need to locate the ^tea lhat satisfies each
easy like the origin
something
side oIthe line and we need to use a test point,
1:
inequality
Take
iine)'
given
tft. otigin does not 1ie on the

ip.""ia.J
origin lies in the required
2x * 1( 6 we put (0, 0) into this to testwhether the
true'
inequality
this
is
are
saying
ihi, in effict *.u.,, -t
^r.n.
( 6whichistrueandso
Thus2 x 0 + 0 ( 6:isthistrue?Herethisgivesus0
origin)'
the
1
(containing
line
of
left
,i, ur.urequired iies to the
4 which is false and so the origin
Similarly for inequality 2: 5 x 0 + 3 x 0 2

inequality' that is the area must
does not lie in the area required by the second
be the atea to the right ofline2'
all the c.onstraints and so is
The feasible region is the set of points that s.atisfy
will result in the atea
This
iie'
tbey both

-ht'"

between the lines shown in figurc

1'1'2'

5

Step 4: Evaluating the objective function
we now evaluate the objective function at each extreme point: there
is an
important theorem in mathematical analysis which tens us'
rhat tt . optimur
solution to a hnear programming probrem occurs at an extreme
point on the

and lying in the first
Our feasible region is now bounded by these lines

where both ateas intersectt

:

Extreme points

,Fia".^
'5urL

l 2
Il r.J
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convex feasible region. Putting these points into a table we evaluate Z at eac:

veftexi

Extreme point

6)

D:(01r
\

Z=lix-5y

Z:l0x 4L x0:8
Z:t0x 3-6 xO:30
Z:l0x a-6 x o - -Jt)
u J:
Z:t0x 0-6 "4
-l! )

^-\q,v/
B:(3 0)

c:(0

Objective function:

J,

$ile can see that the maximum value for Z occursat B ie when
The maximal value of Z is 30.

x:

3 and y : (

Example ll.5
Consider the Magi Growmore and Betternate fertiliser probiem in exampl
I 1.2 above. The constra.inls were :

M2 0;
820;
M+ 48 (

120000;

Figure | 1.4

2M+38(140000;
M < 50 000.
The objective function v/as: the contribution to profit from each fertiliser:

Line 2: Let M: 0 and we have
have (0, 46.666) and 70,0).

Z : 2.5M + 3.48 which we need to maximise.

B:

46666.

If B : 0, M:70000. Thus

we

Solve this problem graphically.

The 3lines are plotted in the figure 11.4.

Solution

\x/e shade each side ofthe line required:
to the left as all our inequalities are
The-region satisfied by all the constraints is the feasible region: any point lying

{.

Step 1: Choose the axes

Firstly we need to decide which variable we plot on which axis. Here either
suitable, and we choose to plot M on the x-axis and B on they-axis.

i3

M+48:120000;

2 2M + 38 : 140 000;
Line3 M- 50000.
Lrne

will

contribution to profit.

Step 3: Find the extreme points of the feasible region
Here we have labelled them O, A, C, D and E. Their coordinates are in the
table below together with an evaluation of Z : 2.5M + 3.48 at each extreme
point. For example take D : (a0 000, 20 000) then Z : f,2.50M +
f,3.408 :
2.5 x 40 000 + 3.4 x 20000 : d168000.

Step 2: Plot the constraints
Turning ail the constraints into equalities we will need to piot 3 lines:

Linel

in this region is a possible solution to the problem of optimising'thi

Extreme point

constant and this will be a vertical line: B can b6
any value along this line, but M is aiways 50 000. Thus on our axes we need tr6
choose a suitable scale to plot this. Sfle shall plot in units ofa thousand on eaclft

Line

3

be easiest: here

M

is

o (0, 0)
A (s0000,0)
c = (s0000, t3333)
D: (40000 20000)

axis.

Line 1: Let

M:

0 and we

will have B:

30 000.

Similarly ietting B

:

0 vdlll
is ptobably best tcp

give us M : L20 000 which is likely to go off our scale. It
choose an additional point. I7e shall let M :40 000 and this gives u6

B

:

20 000.

Thus 2 points will be (0, 50 000) and (40 000, 20 000). On our graph these wiift
be: (0, 50) and (40, 20) as we shall be plotting in 1000s.

E

:

(0, 30000)

Z =2.5M + 3.48
0

{r25000

{t74332

fl

68 000

{t02000

Step 4: The best solution
can see that the maximum contribution to profit would occur when the
company policy was to produce 50 000 litres of Magi (rrowmore and lJ 33-5
'W'e
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Iitres of Betternate. If this is the company policy, its contribution would bt
f,170 332 ro the nearest pound.

Example I1.6
Speedo car company produce two models of XJTs and rurbo porsches. r\Il
cars are given a finishing coat of paint and polish before going ro the customer_
requires 1 labour hour to spray, and j a labour hJrr to porish. 'r-ne-

the

xJ]

t hour to spray and t hbur to polish. It costs f250
f,nish an XJT and d400 to finish a Turbo porsche.
Turbo Porsche requires

w

During each week the assembly line is operating there are a totalof 100 labout,
hours for spraying and 80 labour hours for polishing. The company has ordersl
placed for 20 XJTs and 30 Turbo Porsches each week. How many models off
each type of car can be finished ready for the customer per week io minimise;

{inishing costs?

Step 1: Formulation

First we must set up this problem as a set of linear inequalities and so we needl
to determine our variables. our variables are: the number of car of each t1pe.;
That is, let x denote the number of XJTs sprayed and frsr the number off
1
Porsches sprayed, where x 2 0 and J 2- 0. The aim of this problem is toe
minimise a cost function: the objective function.
Step 2: The objective function
Here we have the cost of finishing an XJT as d250 giving us atotal of 250x forr
finishing x cars. Similarly the cost of f,nishing a porsche is
{400 and so too
finishy cars costs 4007. This gives us a total cost function of

Z:250x +

y+ys

x>20

Solution

4001

100

ell5
Thus we have a feasible region bounded by:

x*y(100
0.5x *7 ( 80

x220
J>30.

Step 4: Graphical solution
The feasible region is bounded by the lines:

: 100
: 80
*7
Ltne2:0.5x
and the lines x : 20 zndJt :
Line 1: x *.7

Step 3: The consttaints
Firstly, consider the constraints on the number of hours for spraying. If we yg
spray one XJT and spray one Porsche, we have used a totrl of i ho...r5Similarly spraying 2 XJTs and 2 Porsches, uses 1 x 2+ 1x 2:4 labourm
houts. There are a tot^I of 100 hours avallable. nfle need to determine how n
many of each model we should spray to use all the labour hours. Thus we
r.e
could let x denote the number of XJTs sprayed and for the number of of
1
Porsches sprayed. Thus to spray x XJTs takes 1 x x znd porsches takes
cs
1

Two points on line

30.

1 are (0, 100) and (100, 0)'

For line 2 we have (160' 0) and

(0,80).$Tenowsketchthefeasibleregionshadingtotheleftofbothlines.The
iirr.s, : Z0 andl : 30 arevertical andltorrzontal lines, giving us figure 11.5.
The extreme points of the feasible region labelled A, B, C and D are:
C (40, 60) and

D (20, 70)'

1 x 1, znd so we have an inequality:

A (20, 30), B (70, 30),

1x+17(100

Step 5: Evaluating the objective function
WJrrow evaluate ihe objective function at each extreme point. Putting

Now considet the constraints on the number of moders which can be poiished
inthe available hours. If we polish 1 xJT and 1 porsche, this wiitiake 1.5
hours'_Similady polishing 2 of each would use 0.5 x 2+ 1x 2 giving us a
totzl of 3 hours used. Hence using x andl for the hours used
the x;is and

Porsches as above, we have

"n

pd
l-5

sa
nd

0.5x*17(80
Now the company has two fixed orders: it must satisfy these each week. Thus
it must make at least 20xs and at least 30ys. This gives us two inequalities:

x2

20 and1,,

2

30

points into a table we evaluate Z at each vertex:

: (20,30)
: (70, 30)
c = (40 50)
p : (20,70)

A
bus

Objective function

Extreme point

B

Z=250x+400y

Z

:

250

x

20

+ 400 x

30

+

17000

Z = 750 x 70 + 400 x 30 + 29500
Z :750 x 40 + 400 x 60 + 34000
Z : 250 x 20 + 400 x 70 + 33000

these
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Step 6: The best solution here

:

n7e can see that the minimum value for Z occwrs
A, th^t is when x 20 and
^t 20
30.Thus the Speedo Car Company should finish
XJTs and 30 porsches
-y
within the availabie labour hours each week. The finishing costs for Speedo
ate f,1,7 000 per week. We can see that for the company this means that it
should stick to supptying the orders akeady placed.

:

Exercises I 1.2
11.2.1 Maximise Z

X1
a^-

xt121

X1

ztdl 2 0.

xt,

11.2.2 Formulate and solve this problem graphicaily:

* 2x2-

+ x3
+ x3
x2, xS

2

4x3

(

Z : *t * 2x2 - 3x3 subject to

400

<180
<300
0.

Solve this problem using the simplex algorithm.

Great Western Packaging manufacture two types of packaging:
A: a quality packaging for fragile goods;
B: a cheaper packaging for more tobust goods.
1

we have more than two variables it is not possible to draw accurately the feasible
and find the extreme points. In such cases $/e use an algorithm to evaluate z
This is known as the simplex algorithn.

Consider the problem which is to maximise

x 412

For

re variables

Example I1.7

: x -l 31 subject to

x+41420
x

lution to the linear programming problem z2 or

Method

unit ofproduction ofeach product the following resources are requi

Step 1: Write the inequalities as equalities, adding slack variables
The frst stage is to remove the inequality signs. To do this take first the

inequality:

Product

Raw materials

Machine time

(kes)

(hrs)

3

2

I

I

Labour time

(hrs)
I

1.5

The weekly totzl. avallabllity of these resources is:

xrl2xz-4xa(400.
This means that LHS is either less than or equal to 400. If we add some
positive number to the LHS we can balance the equation. W'e must add eithera
positive or zero number and it will change depending on what values x,7 and 1
take. We cali such an additional variable a SLACK variable. For equation 1 we
add J1 as the slack variable, and for equation 2we add 52, znd for equation 3,
J3. Thjs gives us:

raw materials: 180 kgs;
machine hours: 140 hours;
labour hours: 80 hours.

x1 -f 2x2 - 4x3 t
+ x3
2r,
x1+x3+

The contribution to profit from product A is d5 per unit, and d6 for each unit
B. (Contribution is the prof,t excluding overheads). Determine the weel
production of each ptoduct to maximise contribution to profit.

where J1, 52, and Sz

11.2.3 Find the graphical solution to example 11.1 above.
1'1.2.4 rn example 11.5 are there any resources unused? This wouid be called slack
the system (fot an inequality constraint of the form ().

11,2.5 In example

11. .4

51

2

tSz

400

J::

180

300

0.

Step 2: Set up a tableau with the constraints
now put this system of equations into a special tableau which always has
the same format:

S(/e

zte there any unused resource s: Are there any surplus p

(A surplus would occur in a ) inequality.)

11.2.6 rn example 11.5, if the company hadan order of 35 000 litres of Magi Grow
to supply, would this change the optimal solution? If the environmen
constraint were dropped and this order was required would this change t
optimal production mix? Are there any changes to the spare resources or sutpl
litres of each fertiliser?

Each equation becomes a row in the tableau. We put the coefficient for each
variable in the given column: that is, al7the xl coefficients are put in column 1,
etc. This gives us:

M,uiNc
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Tableau

7
0
0

I

Basic variable

t00
0r0
001

400
r80
300

In the final row of the tableau we put the ob]ective
Z : xt I 2xz - 3x3 can be u'ritten:
Z - xt - 2x2 * 34: 0 and this form goes into the tableau'

function:

i:

In order to soh'e this problem we need to carry out some pivoting: making
non-basic l'ariables into basic variables. This is done using Gauss-Jordan
eiimination.

Tableau manipulation: Gauss-Jordan elimination
Gauss-Jordan eiimination is performed asing e/ementarl roa aperaliorr to transform this

:ivotal column into a unit coiumn. The type of operations which constitute elementary
pefations afe:

Elementary fow operations
nile are allowed to perform any one or combination of the following:

Before we proceed to solve this problem we need to use some mathematl..
notation to locate efltries in this tableau.

1. Interchange any row with any other row;

Mathematical notation

2. Multiply anv row by a non-zero scalar;
3. Add or subtract R; to $ replacing $ by the resulting row.

\ile use aijto Aenote the entry in the tableau whose position is in the lth ro-.andlth.olo*.r. For example a32is dne entrv in row 3, and the second colum:,.
thaiis 0 here. S(/e shall call the entries tflthe Z tow, cj, (w-here7 stands fot th.
column) and the entries in the RHS column

&;

Note: firstly, we are nal a\lowed to petform anv of the above oPerations on
columns, as each column represents P^ttlcvlr distinct variable. To inter^
change columns would amount to interchanging I'atiables which would be
nonsensical. Secondly, we cannot multiplv any ro\r/ by a variable or multiply
one rov' by another, as this would change our iiriear system into a non-lineat

(where i stands for the row).

initial basic feasible solution
we require is feasible in that it does satisf-v all the constraints. \\;
solution
Thi
:
staft the solution by putting xt -- a, xz: 0 and x3 0. If this is the case ther
from
simply reading acros.
we can read offthe solution to the slack variables
and equated to the
an
equation
in
fact
is
row
each
each row, recalling that
Step 3: An

system and so introduce flew solutions, as well as a new probiem'

In fact any of the above operations are preciselv what would be used if we were
solving anv number of simultaneous (linear) equations rvithout appealing to
the linear algebra. The.v simply amount to adding one row of the table to
another, that is, one equation to another or multiplving one equation through

RHS.

Thus J'1 : 400, J'z : 180, and J3

:

by a constant.

300.

400, Jz : 180'
J; : 300. Notice that the variables which haye a solution are in fact the slack
variables. lfw-e look at their form we can see that each is in fact a unit uector.
They are columns which contain one 1 and several 0s. The variables x1, x2aftd
x3 we have put equal to zeto. In fact we call the variables which form a unit
vectof a basic variable, and any other variables, non-basic. Thus here x1, x2
and x3 are non-basic and the slack variables ale the basic variables. We sha1l
record this fact in the first coiumn of our tableau.

Thus x1

: 0, xz: 0 and x: : 0, and so Z :0,

and J1

We are norv ready to apply the simplex algorithm w-hich uses Gauss-Jordan
elimination to solve this problem.

:

What does this solution fot the slack variables mean? If we assume that each
row repfesents a constraint on cettain types ofraw materials then this is saving
there ii a slack of componenrs for row 1 of 400, that is 400 are unused, and a
slack of components of tgo rot totv 2, and 300 for row 3. Cleatly as all the
variables x1, x2 and x3 2.te Zef o this is not surprising, 2S \I/e afe not using any
fesoufces if we are not manufacturing anlt ploducts. Thus our tableau is:

Sirnplex algorithm
>tep

1

:plv the optimalitv test: are all the I (the entries in the Z rov') positive?
,- ro, go to step 2. If ,ves, stop and read offsolution from the tableau.
-

i,-^ t

,loose pivotal column-the column with the smallest Z val.:ue. This column becomes
--.i new basic variable in this iteration. Call the entries in this coiumn of the tablezt a;o
:'rerel stands for pivotai column.
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1

ro\v-the minimum

of 1
_ b;

(whete a* is chosen

as the non-

aip

0
0

andnon-zeto entries in the pivotal coiumn)'
variable of the pivotal row'
This deletes a slack variablereplacing it with the basic

0

This element mln

form, that is a unit vector. Row 1 is the pivotal row and we must make the
pivotal element 2 rnto a 1. \)7e do this by dividing row 1 by 2. This gives us out
first tow operation:

Step 4
to get a 1 in the pivotal
Use' Gauss-Jordan elimination (explained below)
(that is ttansform this
column
pivotal
the
in
elsewhere
p.rir-"

Now we can

.b; 1s now called the pivotal element'
-ai?

^nl ".ro,
iolomn into a unit vector)'
Step 5

Return to steP

1.

Aoolication of the simplex algorithm (continuation of
eidmple ll.6)
\X,.;"; use the .i-ple* algorithm to solve the above problem'
Step 1: OptimalitY test
IrJ"[ ,r.J I positive? No, only

a3

is positive' Go to step 2 then'

see that the entries in the 2nd column ate al.ready zero except foi
the entry in the 6nal rcw (Zs row). To make this zero using the pivotal element
\ffe must perform the addition: -2 + 2. Thus we must add 2 x the pivotal
element from row 4.Infact we need to perform this calculation for the whole
ofrow 4. This gives us our final row operation:

R,

+ R,'l

2R,

This gives us:
Tableau 2

Step 2: Choose the Pivotal column
12' (Note -2 is smaller than
i"f.if.. smailest Zialue:hete this is -2'thatis
here is then
i). ih". the second column is our pivotal column' The a;p

-

2
0
0

-2
Step 3: Choose a Pivotalaow

We need to calculate the

L

whete a* is chosen as the non-negative and non-

the minimum
zero entries in the pivotaiJol"mn' \ile choose

trom row

I

rnn

==

lromro*2 $
300

ifom fov/

of

or
or

J -il

first value as the
As the latter two values ate infinite, we must take the
row' In fact
pivotal
ouf
as
fow
means we have chosen the first

minimum which
have no choice but must take
v/e can see that the entries d2p afld a3p ate zefo;we
2'
namely
efltry,
ary
th;
the entry in the first row,

2 is called the pivotal
Thus the pivotal row is the first tow' This element
1 (S1) and replacing it
row
in
variable
a
slack
delete
we
eiement. This means
x2'
with the basic variable of the pivotal row' which is

the unit vectors and so
Here our basic variable s ztE x2, S 2 znd S 3 (as these
^re
have the solution, and all the non-basic variables are put to zero).

Thus x1

:

0,

x3:

0 and

Jr -

0.

Then reading across each line we hzve

W.'o.. Gauss-jordan elimination to make column 2 into

200, J2

:

180, and J3

:

300.

This means we should manufactute 200 of product x2, zr'd we have a slack
(unused capacity) of 180 units of raw material 2,and 300 for nw materizl3.
How do we read offthe value for Z? We understand this to

be:

Z * 0x1 * 0x2* x3 * J1 :400
Ttus Z

:

400

(The variables x3 and J1 in this row can be ignored here as we have equated
them to zero.)
.We

Z : xr * 2x2 - 3x3 afld the values found
Z:0 + 2 x 200 - 0:400as expected.

can check this valte of Z using

atthisiteration. This wouldgive:
Step 4: Gauss-Jordan elimination

x2:

We now apply the simplex algorithm again.
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Optimality test: no not all the g ate positive.
The pivotal column will be column 3: this corresponds to replacing the basic
variable in equation 3 (J3) by x3. I7e now evaluate the b;f a;0.
W'e choose the minimum

Fromrowl $
fromrow2 ry
fromrow3 +
'.

of

or

LrNeaR
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Here our basic variables arl x2, x3 and J3 (as these
are the unit vectors and so
these have the solution, and an the .ro.r-b"uri.
variabres are put

Thusxl :

0,

,"

Jr :

0 andJz :

0.

Then reading across each line we hzve x2: 560,
x3
This means we should manufactute 560 of produ ct

or

:

1g0,

and,

"rr"i.

53

:

material 3.

1

is called the pivotal element.

Ife now apply the

simplex algorithm again.

Optimality test: are zl| the cipositive?

We now use Gauss-Jordan elimination to make column 3 into:

Yes, and so the algorithm draws to a halt.

0

How do we read off the finai row of the tabre? As before
this is read as

1

ZI2x1*Jr*J2:580

0
0

form, that is a unit vector. Row 2 is the pivotal row and this is unchanged

as

is aheady a1.

Now we need to make the entries in the 3rd column lnto a zero except for the
in the position a% (the pivotal element).

it
1

Take row 1: the entry in the pivotal column is
-2 and vze need to add
something to this to get 0. This witl be 2. we czn get a 2 by multiplying the
pivotal element by 2 and adding this to the 2. This is done for the whole row
1 giving us a row operation of:

Rr

120.

x2, and.1g0 of product x3
but no product x1. We have a slack (unused capzcity) of
120 units of raw

we ignore the negative value (in fact this corresponds to ensuring that the b;
are always positive) and the minimum will be 180, which gives us iow 2 as the

pivotal row. The element

DecrsroNs-WHar,s rue Besr
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--+

Rr -f

2Rz

-

(Th.e variables x1, J' and, S2in this row can
be ignored here when we are
evaluating the maximai v1\te
Z,as we have .qrrrtJ them to zerc.)Infact the
9f
of these variabres in the objective function does have
a'meani.rg.
^ppe^turrce
Firstly the negative x{
by taking 2x; to RHS).

-2x1(found

This means that for every unit of product x1 mzde,
this yields a loss of 2x1
to the objective function: in conimercial terms, manufacturing
x1 is not
realTy an economically viable decision, although
if there is a market for the
goods, a mantfacturer might be prepared to"carcy
the loss if other prof,ts
were assured.

Similarly we subtract the pivotal row ftom row 3
position giving us:
R3 --+ R3

As before we can check_this varue of Z tsingthe objective
function and the
values for x1, x2and x3 found at this iterationL

to

get a zero entry

in this

R2

Finally the same algument holds for

ro*

+,

lFilE]

Shadow prices

Notice that in all these row operations we are using row 2 to pivot, this is to
get zeros in the other entries: it is precisely because it is chosen as the pivotal
row that we do this.

Z: -Sr-Jr+580

This gives us:

In fact the values for J1 and

Tableau

3

Re-arrange the final rour for

as the

F.y"
Shadow price:

shadow

prices

for xr (Jr)

:

Z tnto

the fotm:

in this final row of the tableaa
resources for x1 and
: t.
1i"S

.t2 appearing

cotiipondiig to the
1

and io,

*,

ate
x2.

H;re pytjin^q J1 : 1 (its shadow price) would correspond
to reducing the
value of Z.
fot J2. In fact whenever shadow pri...
_h.r,
ol.,h: RHS^similady
of the o-bjective equation, this cotrespo^nds to"r..r.guairr;
a dec?ease in the
oDrecrve runct1.n. lf they wefe negative, it would
correspond to an increase.
For example, if Z: 51+.t2 + 58d, andJl:1 and
J2:1 then this means
that we should consider paying up to
d1 fo, un ettr^unit of resource
----- x1
-' and
x2' Thus if we do, the vaiue o{z *illri"r. uy this amount
extra.--(If J3 were also present this would be a shadow ptice for
x3.)
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1: The primal and dual
The above fotm of the algorithm is used for solving the maximal problem-

we soive the maximum problem, this is known as the priaal
Corresponding to ptimal problem is a dual problem, which is a
^
problem (not necessarily
of the same format as the maximal problem)solution to the dual probiem can be read off from the shadow prices.
cortesponding minimal value for Z would be minus the maximal value.
2: Using

)

is suppose equation 3 above was in fact

-f

>

xZ

on post-optimality analysis: sensitivity analysis. This involves looking at the
coefficients c, and b; and seeing how sensitive to change the optimal solution is
for smal1 changes tn ci and b;.In the commercial world this is extremely useful

to know as an
costs, etc.

:

+x3

300

ercises I 1.3

+

notice?

1.3.2 Read off the results from the final tableau:

.t3.

Xl

If

we wtite ali three equations in a similar format it makes sense to put all
slacks on the same side, and so we will re-artarrge equation 3 to get:

x1

organisation can consider increasing resources/staff/raw

materials or increasing profit margins and consider how this effects profits/

1.3.1 Repeat example 11.7 using theartificizT variable outlined above. lVhat do you

300

The RHS is here less than or equal to the left and so to balance the equation
need to add a positivevarizble to the RHS, say J3. This would give us:
X1
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inequalities, artificial variables

lVhat happens is one ofthe inequalities is infacta greater than or equal to?

x1

\7sat's lHB Best Mrx:

+ xj

t00
0t0
00r
000

-J::300.

Thus our system of constraints has become the three equations:

3072
| 0

-32
5

-l

-4

-l

-2t5-4

75
425
r50
25

:400
x1*2x2-4x3I51
:180
+ x3
2xt
t Sz
+ x3
x1
-J::300

Interpret the shadow prices, and slack or surpluses for eachvariable. \fhat does

where J1, 52, and Sz2- 0.

the value

-45

J3 could be called a rurplas variable.

3:

Initial basic feasibility solution

jn
-400 is

-60 -t7

of - d45 mean for xa (sometimes called a teduced

fzct not feasible as we started

offby

saying that the siack variables wete all positive. Thus to correct this we can add
anartifrcialvzriablre to equation 3, and so equation 3 is re-wtitten:

xtlxz-Ja*A:400
and so A: -400,

and J3:0. We should now continue to use A in owr
tableau, although it is fotmally correct to do so using an extra column. As A
has no meaning in the final solution, it would not be teriibiy wrong to omit it.
An artifi,cizl variable is exactly as its name suggests: it is simply to form an
initiai basic feasible solution. If there are z number of resources unused from
a > cottstf^tnt, this is called a surplus.
4: Computer solution

Thete are many computet applications

for solving linear

ptogramming
problems. These are extremely usefui as they contain additional information

*

(1)

Maximise x1

(iD

x2) 5
- x2(10
xI-2x2<0
with x1 2 0 and xz2 0
Maximise 5x -l 61t sgbject to

does this solution fot the slack variables mean? As before we rssume thlt
each row represenrs a constraint on cenain types of raw marerials; this is saying
there is a slack of components for row 1 of 400, that is 400 are unused, and a
slack of components of 180 for rcw 2. Cleatly as a7l the variables xy x2 and x3
are zero this is not surprising.

:

0

-484s0

cost)?

1.3.3 Use the simplex algorithm to solve the foilowing:

\(hat

This latter solution of J3

-3

3x2 subject to

x11_

x1

x*7(5

x-7(10
x 2-l
withx)0and1t )0
(iii) Maximise xt * 2xz *
xr (20
x2420

x:(20
x1]-x2*r:(35and
xt ) 0, x2,- 0, xs2

x3 subject to:

0.

(i") Solve examples 11.4 and 11,.6 using the simplex algorithm. Interpret the
shadow prices and detetmine if there is any unused capacity.

